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'OUTLOOK"
Saturday 25th May 1968

-.
'Outlook' with Ronald Ellison and The Rev. Malcolm France:

A few weeks ago in 'Outlook' we dealt briefly with the unrest apparent among
students in Britain's universities and colleges. Since then9 there's been
more trouble9 with demonstrations and9 in a few cases9 vioh~nceo Essex
University at Colchester has been particularly in the news lately and its
Anglican Chaplaint The Rev. Malcolm France9 is one of those very much
concerned with what's going on there.

Well 9 Mr. France9 what is going on at Essex University: why is there all
this trouble do you think?

Well initially it was arising out of the demonstration when there was a
lecturer coming from Porton Down;, though he wasn't going to talk about
chemical or biological warfare~ some students felt that he oughtYnot to be
allowed to talk at all because he came from that establishment and they
conducted a demonstration which re13Iiyeffectively prevented him from
giving his lecture.

As a result of that9 three of them were suspended by the Vice-Chancellor.
This was done by means of a lettey'; there was no hearing9 which seemed
to the rest of the University to be a ~ontravention of the principles of
natura.! justice and this was really the cause of all ths tro\lble.

When you say the rest of the University 9 do you mean the rest of the students
or the rest of the students and the entire staff?

Well not quite the entire staff9 because many saw what the Vice-Chancellor
was trying to uphold; he was trying to uphold the principle of freedom of
speech, But it is true that almost all the students and a large majority
of the staff weTe lurlted inthe.feeling that this suspension was a ¥ r

contravention of natural ju;,;tice,

So you don't feel then that the suspension of the three students was taken by
some tnilitant students as an excuse for a much bigger demonstration

. against whatever it is that they're unhappy with?

Well there were certainly some who used it as a peg on which to hang their
frustrati~ns t yes. But I don't think.they were the majority of students.
In fact. one of the remarkable features of the whole thing has been the way
in which the moderates among the students proved to be the people who
really had the power in the University.

Do you see a left-wing movement in an this?

Not linking up with other universities in particular 9 no. I don't think. there's
anything in the suggestion that Communist agitators provoked the
demonstration. .

What has happened at Essex is only one example of what's happening almost
throughout the entire student world. but as far as British students are
concerned~ what is it that they are protesting about so bitterly?

Well it's very hard to put oneisflnger on one particular issue. but I think in
so far as I can~ it's against a society, not only a University 9 but a whole
society, which does not anow~n.imtiv!dual area! chance to be heard. He's
no real means of changing the decisions of governments and if governments
are undertaking research into chemical and biological warfare the only way
open to him to be heard is to demonstrate.
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Do you find that you. as Church of En.gland Chaplain in the University. find
yourse1f attacked because you represent the Establishment?

I think that one or two students may feel this. but they're mistaken antU think the I
majority of students realise that this isli't the same case.

Now, given this situation~ whatever the rights and wrongs have been, very
briefly what do you think can be done to put things right?

Well, the University Senate have agreed to iiet up a comnrlttee which will
examine discipHnary procedures I.D.the Un].versity. It will also examine
the principle of freedom of speech within the University and related
matters, That committee; I think. C!ouldhav~ 2!.really very constructive
part to play. but there is a need I Li:..inkfor a wide debate upon the nature
of a university - what it is, I think that in particular there's a need to
get away from th!;. idea that a university is a place for producing graduates.
It isn't a kind of factory and the students resent the idea that it might be a
kind of factory.

So this in effect is a very. very big argument indeed that? s going on?

Oh it's very wide, very wide indeed. and it includes not only the University,
but the whole nature of the society l.D;ri~{f,~hwe Hve.

In 'Outlook' Ronald Ellison was talkl1ngto The Rev. Malcolm France.
Anglican Chaplain at Essex University.
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